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Factsheet Spain 

Main interoperability activities 

The Spanish National Interoperability Framework (NIF), Esquema Nacional de Interoperabilidad (2010) is 

a Royal Decree (4/2010) which develops provisions about interoperability stated in the eGovernment 

Law (11/2007) and is applicable to all public administrations in Spain. This legal approach to implement 

the NIF embeds interoperability requirements in the legal framework of administrative procedure and 

eGovernment, thus configuring an integrated coherent and comprehensive approach. 

The NIF specifically addresses requirements in relation to the implementation of interoperability princi-

ples, levels, agreements and governance, plus other issues related to interoperability. The NIF takes into 

account the European context and recommendations, and systematically links the interoperability in-

struments of Spain with the equivalent ones in the EU. 

The NIF is extended through a number of technical interoperability regulations which develop specific 

requirements necessary to guarantee the more practical and operational aspects of interoperability be-

tween public administrations, agencies and citizens.  Some of them have already been published in the 

Official Gazette in 2011 (about issues like eDocument, eFile, Digization, Authentic Copies, eSignature 

policy and certificates, connection to the administrative network ‘Red SARA’ and the exhange of informa-

tion between input/output registries) and others under development (Catalogue of standards, Brokering 

services, Semantic assets, eDocuments management policy, Reuse of public information resources and 

compliance with the NIF) are to be published in 2012. These technical interoperability regulations are 

developed in cooperation between all public administrations in Spain following the same cooperative 

approach which was used to develop the NIF. 

There is already a collection of common infrastructures and services, with actions ongoing to extend and 

improve these and to add new. 

Summary of the NIF  

The Spanish NIF is a legal text (Royal Decree 4/2010) which develops the provisions about interoperabil-

ity foreseen in the eGovernment Law 11/2007 with a set of statements to build and improve interopera-

bility, to be followed by all Public administrations in their relations between them and with citizens. 

Particularly, the NIF introduces the following main elements: 

 The NIF assumes the general principles stated in the eGovernment Law and additionally defines 
the specific principles of interoperability  (Interoperability as an integral quality; Multidimen-
sional character of the interoperability; Approach of multilateral solutions). 

 The dimensions of interoperability, organisational, semantic and technical are taken into ac-
count and the NIF sets out a number of dispositions about them addressing issues like the role 
of interoperability nodes, the inventories of administrative information (procedures, services, 
administrative units, registry services), publication and conditions of use of eServices through 
the administrative network, publication and use of semantic assets and associated codings, and 
conditions about the selection and use of standards. 

 Common infrastructures and services are recognised to be relevant instruments that contribute 
to the simplification and propagation of interoperability, and facilitate multilateral interactions 
and there is a call to public administrations to link their infrastructures and services to those 
ones provided by the General State Administration. In particular there is a call to public admini-
strations to link their networks with the administrative communications platform provided by 
Red SARA to facilitate exchanges of informations and services between them and with the EU. 
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 It is explicitly recognised that the 'reuse' applied to applications of Public Administrations, asso-
ciated information and to other objects of information, together with 'share' and 'collaborate' 
contributes to a better interoperability. The NIF includes provisions about applicable licences, 
particularly about OSS with a call to use the EUPL, about repositories and their linking, with a 
call to public administrations to take into account solutions available in those repositories and 
to publish the code of their applications. 

 There is a chapter on the interoperability of electronic signature and electronic certificates with 
provisions about policies, profiles of certificates, validation platforms and other issues. 

 There is a chapter on the preservation and recovery of the electronic document, since the NIF 
adds the effect of time in interoperability to the traditional dimensions, with a focus on eDocu-
ments. 

 There is a number of provisions about compliance with the NIF. 

 Finally, it is created a series of technical regulations and instruments for interoperability (inven-
tory of administrative procedures and services, Semantic interoperability center, Repository of 
applications for free reuse) in order to facilitate the implementation of the Framework. 

 The NIF systematically refers to the linking of the interoperability instruments of Spain with the 
equivalent ones in the EU environment. 

Alignment NIF/EIF 

Spain is fully aligned with the EIF on the ‘Governance’ and the ‘Principles’. It has a good alignment on the 

‘Conceptual Model’, and the ‘interoperability levels’ and ‘Interoperability Agreements’.  

 

Spain aligns with all of the twelve EIF principles.  

Spain is fairly aligned with the EIF on the conceptual model. Due to the format of the Spanish NIF, i.e. a 

legal text, no graphical representation of a conceptual model as found in the EIF could be added. How-

ever, in relation to the conceptual model the NIF implements the following: 

- Services provided are to be identified, their conditions of use to be known, published electroni-
cally and made available through the administrative network Red. 

- Administrative units and services are to be coded and inventoried in repositories and these re-
positories linked. 
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- The role of interoperability nodes (brokering or intermediation systems and services) is explicitly 
recognized. 

- The secure communications platform Red SARA. 
- All the well known policies, infrastructures for interoperability of electronic identification, au-

thentication and signature. 

Through the Data Intermediation Services it is possible to access a number of ‘authentic sources’ such as 

the Tax Agency, Social Security, Citizens Identification Registry, Citizens residence Registry, Cadastre Reg-

istry and many others  

Spain is good aligned on the interoperability levels. Spain does implement the Organisational, Semantic 

and Technical level. The Spanish NIF addresses properly interoperability requirements related to the or-

ganizational, semantic and technical levels. The organizational level addresses a number issues to enable 

organizative interoperability including aspects about conditions of services to be consumed electronically 

by other public bodies, the role of agreements, interoperability nodes, and repositories of administrative 

information (Services and units), together with training of personnel in interoperability. The semantic 

level addresses the publication of horizontal and sectorial data models and the role of the Semantic In-

teroperability Centre of the Administration where the mentioned data models are to be published. The 

technical interoperability level addresses the conditions in relation to the use and selection of standards.  

Spain is aligned with the EIF on the interoperability agreements. The NIF describes in chapter V the crite-

ria to select standards considering the legal framework in the EU and Spain, the notion of formalised 

specifications and criteria about the suitability in relation to the need to be satisfied, the conditions in 

relation to its use and governance and the market conditions. Besides a technical regulation foreseen in 

additional disposition first, currently in draft, develops this chapter and regulates the catalogue of stan-

dards with the provisions about its creation, use and revision. 

Additionally the Royal Decree 3/2010 regulates the National Security Framework, also foreseen in the 

eGovernment Law, which determines the security policy regarding the use of electronic means and made 

up by the basic principles and minimum requirements necessary for the adequate protection of informa-

tion. 

Regarding the governance framework, Spain defines rules for compliance. Special emphasis is given to 

the compliance with the NIF of electronic sites and registries are ruled by the terms of the NIF; and com-

pliance declarations will have to be published accordingly. Compliance with the NIF will be included in 

the life cycle of services and systems. Each public entity or body has to establish its own control mecha-

nisms to guarantee the compliance with the NIF. 

Other initiatives on interoperability 

Spain will continue to develop and improve the common infrastructure and services to further enhance 

Interoperability. Some relevant common infrastructures and services for interoperability are the follow-

ing: 

 Communications platform: Red SARA allows the interconnection of the Spanish Public Admini-
strations enabling the cooperation and the exchange of information and services between them 
as well as with the UE and other Member States through the link with sTESTA.  

 Electronic identification, authentication and signature: 
o National eID card – DNIe : The national eID card makes it possible to digitally sign elec-

tronic documents and contracts, identify and authenticate citizens in a secure digital 
environment. 

o @firma: National platform for electronic signatures creation/ validation as well as for 
time stamping services.  
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 Intermediation services: SVD is intended to simplify administrative procedures, so that citizens 
or businesses do not have to deliver data or documents already held by public authorities, and 
to reduce fraud in applications and related procedures.  

 SIR (Registry Integrated System): SIR is a non-intrusive exchange system between registry of-
fices to achieve the exchange of registry entries. 

 Payments Gateway: The Payment Gateway is a platform that allows organizations of the Gen-
eral State Administration (Central Government) to enable electronic payment of their fees.  

 Service Directive Point of Single Contact  EUGO.ES: This website is the Point of Single Contact of 
the Services Directive(SD) in Spain.  

 Reuse: 
o The Technology Transfer Center (TTC) offers a general directory, repository, of applica-

tions and services and whose aim is to favour the re-use of solutions by all the Public 
Administrations.  

o Aporta Project has launched a catalogue of freely accessible online public information, 
belonging to the Spanish National Government. 
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